Transform your English instruction!

World of English is an innovative EFL program that will transform English instruction for children ages 3 - 8 years old. This four-level program teaches Vocabulary, Speaking, Phonics, Reading, and Writing, progressively building language skills and learner competence.

Engaging and Interactive Instruction

Direct Instruction Provided by IWB Software
Whole-class instruction is delivered via Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) and keeps kids engaged.
A constant internet connection is not required.

Mobile App Complements Class Instruction
Students can access materials outside of class and parents can track their progress.

Instructional Resources
Print Activity Books, projectable Flash Cards and downloadable Checkpoint Tests reinforce skills learned in whole-class instruction.

Easy for All Teachers

Embedded teaching guides with lesson plans and on-screen directions make it easy for teachers with any experience level to be successful.

Fun for kids, easy for teachers, and delivers results!
Every lesson is taught in the same order and progresses through the 5 key areas of learning English.

Flexible Implementation
Easily adjust the length and frequency of lesson plans to meet your scheduling needs at the touch of a button.

Systematic Instruction
Each level includes:

- 1 year subscription to the Interactive Whiteboard Software
- Access to the mobile app
- 4 Activity Books per student
- Projectable Flash Cards
- Downloadable Checkpoint Tests
- Downloadable training and implementation resources

Contact your local Scholastic representative to learn more!